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The station has identified the following issues as significant issues facing our 
community in this quarter:

A. Poverty and Wealth-An examination of two different economic systems-
Socialism and Capitalism.

B. Financial Planning-Ideas for investing and managing money for greater 
financial stability.

C. Effects of Screen time and Social Media on Youth-Current trends and 
studies showing the effects of screen time and social media on today’s 
youth.

D. Outreach to Reform Prisoners-Conversation with Jubilee Ministries about 
their work with those who are incarcerated.

E. Margins-Ideas for developing boundaries for living a more healthy and 
balanced life.

F. Employee Relations-Eight tips for Managing Difficult People in the 
workplace



A. Capitalism vs. Socialism-

Probe-Daily 3-minute feature (Monday-Friday at 11:20 a.m.)

This feature examined differences between capitalism and socialism 
economic systems.  

Host Don Clossom examined the differences from Ronald Nash’s book 
“Poverty and Wealth”.

The host explained that the market system is a set of rules that creates a 
voluntary system of exchange resulting in the price, selection and quantity of 
products that are made and sold in an economy. Those who support 
capitalism believe that both parties benefit from the voluntary exchange of 
goods and services. Marxists, on the other hand, often argue that the free-
market system results in a win/lose relationship.

Capitalism argues that individuals have the right to make decisions about 
what they own. This not only assumes the right to own property, but to 
exchange what one owns for something else, and to be free from force in the 
form of fraud, theft, or the violation of a contract. The moral base of “thou 
shall not steal” and “thou shalt not lie” are essential to the success of the 
capitalistic system. 

Socialism is defined by centralized planning, using force to get individuals 
to conform to its decisions. A system becomes less capitalistic and more 
interventionist as more and more economic decisions are coerced by the 



government. It becomes socialistic when basic needs are met only by the 
government, forcing people to deal with it exclusively. The ideal of 
capitalism is freedom; the ideal of socialism is forced compliance with 
government planning.

Some people believe that capitalism is built on greed, while others claim it is 
built on self-interest. An example of that is providing for the needs of one’s 
own family. 
Capitalism allows people to make choices based on own self-interest and 
moral virtue, while socialism turns those decisions over to a central 
government.

The host of the feature asserted that history teaches that when power is 
centralized, it has a tendency to be abused. 

Capitalism allows for competition, while socialism contends that 
competition is another evil of capitalism.

When it comes to addressing poverty, in Socialism, if all economic decisions 
are made by centralized planners, moral choice is removed and the option to 
act upon personal moral convictions is reduced. In capitalism people are free 
to exercise their personal responsibility to provide for the poor and less 
fortunate. 

(Feature aired August 9-13.)

B. Financial Planning:

Money Wise Minute-Daily 1-minute feature (Monday-Friday at 6:20 p.m.)

This series examined various ways that families or individuals can plan 
financially for the future. Topics included the following:

Money Saving Tips-Get rid of gym membership if it is not used 3 times a 



week. When buying the next fridge or clothes dryer, pay attention to the 
energy star ratings. Use cash instead of credit or debit card for purchases 
when possible. (Feature aired July 20)

Early Christmas Shopping-Plan ahead for Christmas by shopping early. 
When buying items on sale, buy two and put one item away for next 
Christmas. A little Christmas shopping in the summer can save us from 
rushing for overpriced items in December.  (Feature aired July 29)

I-Bonds-A Savings Bond that accrues interest over 30 years or until 
redeemed. The Bond pays interest every six months. It is Inflation-adjusted 
and has an interest rate floor. At the time of broadcast, was paying 3.5%. 
Requirements include invest only $10,000 a year at the most. I-Bonds cannot 
be redeemed in the first 12 months. (Feature aired August 06)

Laying the Foundation-Two foundations were mentioned. The first 
foundation is building emergency savings to sustain us through the financial 
storms. The other foundation mentioned was paying off credit cards, school 
loans, and other debt. These foundations put us in a better position to invest 
and start building toward a strong and stable financial future.  (Feature aired 
August 10)

Wills-Without a will, chaos often follows. With a will, we determine who 
gets what from our estate. Feature suggested hiring a state attorney to 
prepare the document.  (Feature aired August 31)

Pay Mortgage Off Early-Amount of interest saved is a big incentive to pay 
off house loan as fast as possible. Host Rob West gave an example of how a 
homeowner could save $37,000 by paying off house 5 ½ years early.  
(Feature aired September 09)



401K-Retirement Account. Host Rob West urged listeners to take advantage 
of what those accounts offer, especially if employer offers matching 
contributions.  (Feature aired September 10)

Social Security Benefits- ssa.gov is an online website where people can get 
personal earning statement, use the social security online calculator, and 
know what to expect from Social Security when retiring. (Feature aired 
September 21)

C. Effects of Screen Time and Social Media on Youth:

Youth Culture Today- Daily 1-minute feature (Monday-Friday at 12:20 p.m.)

A discussion of various trends and studies related to how social media use 
affects today’s youth.

The Decline of Outdoor Play-In a survey among 2,000 parents of kids ages 5 
to 13, 48% of Moms and Dads believed their child could entertain 
themselves outside for 30 minutes. The parents believe growing amount of 
time kids spent on smartphones and social media not only keeps their kids 
from going outside, but also diminishes their level of imagination. Parents 
were encouraged to think creatively how to spend more time outside as a 
family. (Feature aired July 14) 

Kids, Screens, and Declining Eyesight-Fallout of COVID-19. An 
International Team of Researchers from China and U.S. found rates of 
nearsightedness among young children ages 6 to 8 were 3 times more likely 
during pandemic than previous 5 years. This uptick was linked to children 
spending less time outdoors and more time in front of digital screens. 
Parents were encouraged to limit screen time for kids. (Feature aired July 
22)

Smartphones and Childhood Obesity-A study observed that teens with 
Moderate smartphone use 2 hours or more per day were likely to eat more 



junk food and fewer fruits and vegetables than those who spent less time on 
their phones. Teens who spent more than 3 hours on their phones were 
significantly more likely to be overweight or obese. Parents were encouraged 
to intervene to make sure their kids were exercising and eating wisely. 
(Feature aired August 02)

Social Media Negativity-New Data from Pew Internet and Life Project 
found 64% of Americans say social media has mostly a negative effect on 
the ways things are going in the U.S. Only 10% of Americans say that social 
media is having mostly a positive effect on how things are going. Host Walt 
Mueller pointed to concerns of bullying and endless arguing as negative 
impacts of social media. (Feature aired August 26)

Doomscrolling-Developmental Experts have expressed serious concern 
about how 24/7 access to online content has created a phenomenon known 
as doomscrolling. Smart phone addicted kids scroll through endless stream 
of negative perspectives shaping online content. An antidote is to shut down 
and spend more time in front of the good news.  (Feature aired August 27)

Screen time and Addiction-Host Walt Mueller stated belief that it is only a 
matter of time until habitual smart phone use is officially listed as an 
addiction in the mental health community. Researchers at Kings College in 
London found that 40% of their students exhibited symptoms of addiction to 
their smart phones. Students reported phone use out of control and anxiety 
when separated from their phones. Parents were encouraged to limit screen 
time.  (Feature aired September 10)

Girls, Social Media, and Suicide-Suicide rate has increased as young people 
have been using social media more often. A study found little effect on boys, 
but found that girls who used social media 2 to 3 times per hour at age 13 
had higher clinical risk for suicide as they moved into emerging adulthood. 
Resiliency can be built and love communicated in the context of real-life 
relationships. (Feature aired September 17)
Cell Phone Proximity and Grades-University of Pennsylvania Professor 
Angela Duckworth found that teens who keep their cell phones closer to 
them while trying to study got lower grades than students who studied with 



phones outside the room.  (Feature aired September 30)

D. Prison Outreach-

Live Remote Broadcast-On National Thrift Shop day, Mindy Lynn was on 
location to interview Bernie of Jubilee Ministries. They talked about 
Jubilee’s Thrift Stores which funds the ministry, and about their work with 
those who have been incarcerated. Bernie explained the two-fold outreach. 

1. 11 Full-time Chaplains working inside the correctional facilities.
2. After Care-40 students who were former inmates undergo training to 

get ready for life after prison. Bernie mentioned they learn life skills, 
on-the-job training, and addiction counseling sessions. 

There were 4 segments devoted to this focus on August 17, (2:05 p.m., 2:35 
p.m., 3:20 p.m., 3:50 p.m.) Bernie was interviewed in every segment except 
at 2:05 p.m.  Conversations lasted from 3 to 5 minutes with Bernie.

Additionally, Jubilee Ministries was represented on the Morning Show on 
August 31st at 7:05 and 7:35. Matt Hershey, Chief Development Officer of 
Jubilee was interviewed in 2 two-minute conversations and talked about the 
mission of Jubilee, the Thrift Stores, and invited listeners to a fund-raising 
dinner where they could learn more about Jubilee’s outreach.

E. Margins-

Probe-Daily 3-minute feature (Monday-Friday at 11:20 a.m.)

This series examined how to establish proper boundaries that lead to a 
balanced life. The conversation was based on the book “Margins” by 
Richard Swenson-how to create the emotional, physical, financial and time 
reserves we need.

Margin was defined as the space that once existed between ourselves and our 
limits. When we reach the limits of our resources and abilities, we are out of 



margin.

Feature noted the problems associated with progress-speed of travel, power 
of computers, pervasiveness of the media, business layoffs, spiraling 
medical costs, overcrowded prisons, environmental pollution, disintegration 
of the family, and prevalence of divorce.

Feature also noted the pain of life without boundaries. We are perilously 
close to burnout. At one time, night was for sleeping. Day was for work. But 
since the invention of the lightbulb, some cities never sleep. Sunday was for 
rest. Now, work boundaries are confused and some people have a hard time 
ever relaxing.
Pain appears in three areas:

1) We have lost ground in the social sphere-pressures have increased in 
all relationships.

2) We are often emotionally drained or stressed, angry, or isolated.
3) We are spiritually weakened by the pace of life, lack of community, 

and lack of time and energy.

Feature noted the problem of stress-Stress is defined as the non-specific 
response of the body to any demand made upon it. Too much stress can set 
up the body for a heart attack, stroke, cancer, or other disease.

Overload is the cause of stress. Learning to accept the finality and non-
negotiability of the 24-hour day is seen as helpful to avoid overload and 
excessive stress.

Feature noted ways to build margin into our lives.  Having adequate 
emotional energy is most important margin because it helps to gain other 
margins. Restoring emotional margin can be aided by volunteering, having 
gratitude, and extending forgiveness. Need for rest and sleep was 
emphasized. Also, physical exercise. Practice saying “No”, turn off 
television, and practice simplicity.



Feature presented a plan of action-
1) Be willing to sacrifice excellence in one or two areas so that no area 

will be in a condition of negative excellence.
2) Learn contentment, which brings margin into our lives.
3) Prune habits and activities that waste time and sap energy.
4) Invest time and energy into relationships.

F. Employee Relations:

Law for Life-5-minute weekly program (Saturday at 3:20 p.m.) A two-part 
series giving eights tips for managing difficult people in the workplace.

This feature was especially relevant for small businesses which often have 
more limited resources for dealing with employee issues that hurt business.

1) Be proactive in developing an employee handbook or manual-A 
handbook will clearly define expectations for all employees and 
managers. A handbook will also help to protect business from 
lawsuits. Manual should outline benefits, time away from work, 
harassment, performance evaluations, etc. A discipline section is 
strongly recommended.

2) Set Up Personal File for Every Employee-Each file should contain 
the employees resume, job description, signed policy documents, and 
any other documents related directly to the job performance. File 
should not contain Social Security number, medical information, etc. 
Nor should it contain information unrelated to job performance. 

3) Schedule Regular Performance Reviews for all Employees. This 
establishes standard performance base line for all employees. 

4) Address specific concerns when they arise-Don’t wait. It is vital to 
discuss matters with supervisor and offending employee when they 
happen instead of waiting until the review or until later.

5) Document concerns in employee’s personnel file-Any significant 
discussion of job performance or violation of company policy should 
be noted in the employee’s file. 



6) Provide Feedback and Set Concrete Goals for Improvement-Set 
specific goals and put them in writing for the employee to sign and 
acknowledge. If employee fails to meet the goals that are set, then 
further action can be taken.

7) Clearly Define Consequences-for failure to improve or take 
corrective action that has been set for them.

8) Some Matters Require Immediate Termination- If employee 
violates specific company policy such as harassment, or customer 
privacy, or if they steal from others, document what happened and 
take immediate action. Be consistent to enforce rules uniformly. Time 
of termination should be done at a time when it is least disruptive to 
business, such as end of the week or Friday evening. 

(Features aired September 18th and September 25th)
 



 

   


